18 Gauge Drawn Sinks

- 18 gauge stainless steel • Sound-shielding pads and coating for a quieter kitchen environment.
- Fully compatible with standard kitchen sink plumbing • Limited lifetime warranty.

**18G Drawn Sinks • 16G Handcrafted Farmhouse Sinks • Fireclay Farmhouse Kitchen Sinks • Vanity Bathroom Sinks**

**Undermount Sinks**

**SIN-18-SINBWL-1210**
Outside - 14\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 12\(\frac{3}{8}\"
Inside - 12\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 10\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Depth - 7"
Minimum Cabinet - 18"
1 Strainer included

**SIN-18-SINBWL-1618**
Outside - 18" x 16"
Inside - 16" x 14"
Depth - 8"
Minimum Cabinet - 21"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

**SIN-18-SINBWL-2318**
Outside - 23\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 17\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Inside - 21\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 15\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Depth - 8"
Minimum Cabinet - 27"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

**SIN-18-SINBWL-2321**
Outside - 23\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 21"
Inside - 21\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 19"
Depth - 8"
Minimum Cabinet - 27"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

**SIN-18-SINBWL-3018**
Outside - 29\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 18\(\frac{3}{8}\"
Inside - 27\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 15\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Depth - 8"
Minimum Cabinet - 36"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

**SIN-18-DBLBWL-4060-3120S**
Outside - 31\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 20\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Left Inside - 12\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 16\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Right Inside - 15\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 18\(\frac{1}{2}\"
Depth - 7\(\frac{3}{4}\)" / 9"
Minimum Cabinet - 36"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

**SIN-18-DBLBWL-5050-3118**
Outside - 32\(\frac{3}{8}\)" x 18\(\frac{3}{8}\"
Left Inside - 14\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 16\(\frac{3}{8}\"
Right Inside - 16\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 17\(\frac{1}{2}\"
Depth - 8"
Minimum Cabinet - 36"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

**SIN-18-DBLBWL-6040-3120S**
Outside - 31\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 20\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Left Inside - 15\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 18\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Right Inside - 12\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 16\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Depth - 9" / 7\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Minimum Cabinet - 36"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

**SIN-18-DBLBWL-6050-3120**
Outside - 30\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 19\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Left Inside - 16\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 17\(\frac{1}{2}\"
Right Inside - 11" x 14\(\frac{1}{2}\"
Depth - 9" / 7\(\frac{3}{4}\"
Minimum Cabinet - 36"
1 Strainer included
Matching Grid Available

[www.msisurfaces.com](http://www.msisurfaces.com)
16 Gauge Handcrafted Farmhouse Sinks

- Individually hand-crafted by skilled artisans.
- 16-gauge stainless steel for maximum durability (lower gauge indicates thicker steel).
- Luxurious, fined-tuned brushed steel finish.
- Sharp inside corners accentuate the contemporary look.
- Super premium sound-shielding pads and coating for maximum thermal and noise insulation.
- Extra-deep basin fits your largest cookware and utensils with ease.
- Fully compatible with standard kitchen sink plumbing.
- Limited lifetime warranty.

- SIN-16-SINBWL-WEL-2318
  Outside - 23" x 18" • Inside - 21" x 16"
  Depth - 10" • Minimum Cabinet - 27"  
  Matching Grid Available

- SIN-16-SINBWL-WEL-3219
  Outside - 32" x 19" • Inside - 30" x 17"
  Depth - 10" • Minimum Cabinet - 36"  
  1 Strainer and Grid included

- SIN-16-DBLBWL-WEL-5050-3219
  Outside - 32" x 19" • Inside - 14 1/2" x 17"
  Depth - 10" • Minimum Cabinet - 36"  
  Matching Grid Available

- SIN-16-SINBWL-WEL-3321FSAF
  Outside - 32 7/8" x 20 3/4" • Inside - 30 7/8" x 18 3/4"
  Depth - 10" • Minimum Cabinet - 36"  
  Matching Grid Available

- SIN-16-DBWL-WEL-5050-3321FSAF
  Outside - 32 7/8" x 20 3/4" • Inside - 14.38" x 16"
  Depth - 10" • Minimum Cabinet - 36"  
  Matching Grid Available

- SIN-SINKSTRAINER
Fireclay Farmhouse Kitchen Sinks

SIN-POR-USBWH-3020FSAF
Outside - 30X19 3/4"  
Inside - 29 1/4" X18 3/4"  
Depth - 8 1/2"

SIN-POR-UDBWH5050-3220FSAF
Outside - 31 7/8"X19 3/4"  
Inside - 14 7/8"x18 3/4"  
Depth - 8 1/2"

SIN-POR-UNDOVLWHT-1714
Outside - 19"x16"  
Inside - 17"x14"  
Depth - 8"

SIN-POR-UNDOVLWHT-1512
Outside - 17”x14”  
Inside - 15”x12”  
Depth - 7 1/2"

SIN-POR-UNDRECWHT-1813
Outside - 18 1/4" x13 1/2"  
Inside - 16 1/2" x 11 1/2"  
Depth - 8"

SIN-POR-UNDRECWHT-2015
Outside - 20"x15"  
Inside - 18"x13"  
Depth - 7 1/2"

Vanity Bathroom Sinks

SIN-POR-VURWH-2015FL
Outside - 20"x15"  
Inside - 18”x13”  
Depth - 6"

SIN-POR-VOMRECWHHT-2417
Outside - 24"x17"  
Inside - 21”x11”  
Depth - 7.5"

SIN-POR-UNDRECWHT-2015
Outside - 20"x15"  
Inside - 18”x13”  
Depth - 7 1/2"